TRAIL CONCEPTS:
T1   School to TH Connection
T2   School Loop
T3   North/South Residential Connector
T4   TH to Chimney Road
T5   Park Perimeter Loop
T6   Trail Head to BLM Water Tank
T7   TH / Neighborhood Connector
T8   Contour Connection
T9   South Sub Arterial Alignment
T10 North Sub Arterial Alignment
T11 Upper Contour Option
SK1 Bike Park

TRAIL LOOP ESTIMATES:
Perimeter Loop = 25,020 lf, 4.73 mi
Lower Loop = 18,312 lf, 3.47 mi
Upper Loop = 24,100 lf, 4.56 mi

Legend
- OHV Access Routes
- Bike Park

Potential Trail Loops
- Primary Trails (8.0 miles)
- Secondary Trails (2.58 miles)
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